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Abstract
Stampede is a parallel programming system to support
computationally demanding applications including interactive vision, speech and multimedia collaboration. The system alleviates concerns such as communication, synchronization, and buffer management in programming such realtime stream-oriented applications. Threads are loosely connected by channels which hold streams of items, each identified by a timestamp. There are two performance concerns when programming with Stampede. The first is space,
namely, ensuring that memory is not wasted on items bearing a timestamp that is not fully processed. The second
is time, namely, ensuring that processing resource is not
wasted on a timestamp that is not fully processed. In this paper we introduce a single unifying framework, dead timestamp identification, that addresses both the space and time
concerns simultaneously. Dead timestamps on a channel
represent garbage. Dead timestamps at a thread represent
computations that need not be performed. This framework
has been implemented in the Stampede system. Experimental results showing the space advantage of this framework
are presented. Using a color-based people tracker application, we show that the space advantage can be significant (up to 40%) compared to the previous GC techniques
in Stampede.

1 Introduction
There is a class of emerging stream-oriented applications
spanning interactive vision, speech, and multimedia collaboration that are computationally demanding and dynamic in
their communication characteristics. Such applications are
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good candidates for the scalable parallelism exhibited by
clusters of SMPs.
A major problem in implementing these kinds of application in parallel is “buffer management”, as (1) threads
may not access their input in a strict stream-like manner,
(2) newly created threads may have to re-analyze earlier
data, (3) datasets from different sources need to be correlated temporally, and (4) not all the data that is produced at
lower levels of the processing pipeline will necessarily be
used at the higher levels, since computations performed become more sophisticated as we move through the pipeline.
These features imply two requirements. First, data items
must be meaningfully associated with time, and second,
there must be a discipline of time that allows systematic
reclamation of storage for data items (garbage collection).
Stampede is a parallel programming system designed
and developed to simplify programming of such applications. The programming model of Stampede is simple and
intuitive. A Stampede program consists of a dynamic collection of threads communicating timestamped data items
through channels. Threads can be created to run anywhere
in the cluster. Channels can be created anywhere in the
cluster and have cluster-wide unique names. Threads can
connect to these channels for doing input/output via get/put
operations. A timestamp value is used as a name for a data
item that a thread puts into or gets from a channel. The runtime system of Stampede takes care of the synchronization
and communication inherent in these operations, as well as
managing managing the storage for items put into or gotten
from the channels.

1.1 Live and dead timestamps
Every item on a channel is uniquely indexed by a timestamp. Typically a thread will get an item with a particular timestamp from an input connection, perform some processing1 on the data in the item, and then put an item with
that same timestamp onto one of its output connections.
1 We use “processing a timestamp”, “processing an item”, and “processing a timestamped item” interchangeably to mean the same thing.

Items with the same timestamp in different channels represent various stages of processing of the same input.
The time to process an item varies from thread to thread.
In particular, earlier threads (typically faster threads that
perform low level processing) may be producing items
dropped by later threads doing higher level processing at a
slower rate. Only timestamps that are completely processed
affect the output of the application, while a timestamp that
is dropped by any thread during the application execution
is irrelevant. The metric for efficiency in these systems is
the rate of processing relevant timestamps (i.e., timestamps
that make it all the way through the entire pipeline). The
work done processing irrelevant timestamps represents an
inefficient use of processing resources.
At a coarse grain time marches forward in this class of
applications. That is, the timestamps being processed, in
general, tend to monotonically increase with time. Old
items (no longer needed by any thread) should be eliminated
to free storage. However, since at a fine grain, a thread may
be examining individual timestamps out of order, it is not
trivial to determine when an item can be eliminated.
The algorithm developed in this paper determines a
timestamp guarantee for each node (thread or channel). For
a given timestamp T, the guarantee will indicate whether T
is live or whether it is guaranteed to be dead. A timestamp
T is live at a node N if (a) T is a relevant timestamp, and
(b) there is some further processing at N on T (i.e., T is still
in use at N). Otherwise T is a dead timestamp at node N. If
the node is a thread, “in use” signifies that the node is still
processing the timestamp; if the node is a channel, “in use”
signifies that the timestamp has not been processed by all
the threads connected to that channel.
A timestamp may be live at a node at some execution
time but dead at a later time. A timestamp may be live
at one node but dead at another. Dead timestamps are interpreted differently depending on the node type. If the
node is a channel, items in that channel with dead timestamps are garbage and can be removed. If the node is a
thread, dead timestamps that have not yet been produced by
the thread represent dead computations and can be eliminated. Note that dead computation elimination is distinct
from dead code elimination. It is not the static code that we
eliminate but rather an instance of its dynamic execution.
A unified view of garbage collection and dead computation elimination results from a single algorithm that determines dead timestamps at all nodes (thread and channels).
This identification of dead timestamps is used on channels
to indicate dead data (garbage) and at threads to indicate
dead computations.

1.2 Background
There are two apparently unrelated technologies in
Stampede, scheduling [7] and garbage collection [9]. Our
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earlier garbage collection work calculates lowerbounds for
timestamp values of interest to any of the application
threads. Using these lower bounds, the runtime system can
garbage collect the storage space for useless data items on
channels. This algorithm which we refer to as transparent GC, is general and does not use any application-specific
property.
Our earlier scheduling work computes an ideal schedule at compile-time. It generates a schedule that will pick
a timestamp and complete the processing of that timestamp
through the entire application pipeline. Thus only relevant
timestamps are processed in the entire pipeline. Garbage
collection is trivial in this environment. The schedule is totally static and the last use of each item on each channel
is clear at compile-time. However, it only works on a restricted class of programs. The task graph must be static
and further, the time for a thread to process a timestamp is
fixed and predictable at compile-time.
The dead timestamp identification and elimination work
presented in this paper develops a single unified technique
that is used for both garbage collection and scheduling. The
focus, type of task graph for which this technique is applicable, and the aggressiveness of the technique are in between
those of static scheduling and transparent GC, as described
in figure 1.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
a new unified algorithm for dead timestamp identification
in Section 2. Implementation details of this algorithm in
Stampede are given in Section 3. Performance results showing the reduction in memory footprint of the new algorithm
compared to the previous garbage collection techniques in
Stampede are shown in Section 4. Comparison of the dead
timestamp identification algorithm to other related research
is presented in Section 5. Concluding remarks and future
directions are discussed in Section 6.
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A sample dependent task graph

We can describe an application in Stampede in terms
of a task graph. This task graph is a bipartite directed
graph of nodes, each of which is either a thread, which
performs a certain computation, or a channel, which serves
as a medium for buffer management between two or more
threads. Directed edges between nodes are called connections. A connection describes the direction of the data flow
between two nodes. Both types of nodes, threads and channels, have input and output edges called input and output
connections (figure 2).
Dead timestamp identification is a process by which the
runtime system identifies for each node what timestamps
are provably of no use. This forms the basis of both garbage
collection and dead computation elimination.
The information that is propagated among the nodes is
a guarantee that can be used to locally separate live timestamps from dead ones. The dead timestamp algorithm generates two types of guarantees: forward and backward. The
forward guarantee for a connection identifies timestamps
that might cross that connection in the future. The backward guarantee for a connection identifies timestamps that
are dead on that connection.
Both forward and backward processing are local in that,
based on guarantees available locally, they compute a new
guarantee to propagate forward or backward along a connection to neighboring nodes.
Next we will describe how possible dependences between connections, in general, and the monotonic property
of a connection, in particular, help in determining guarantees on each connection. Then, we will discuss how forward
and backward guarantees on a specific node are determined.
Finally, transfer functions that help optimize the basic algorithm are described at the end of this section.

channel. Such a guarantee from a thread on an input connection from a channel indicates that timestamps less than
T are irrelevant (and can be gotten rid of from the channel)
so far as this thread is concerned. Both thread to channel
and channel to thread connections can be monotonic.
Consider the task graph in Figure 3. Assume that thread
T4 gets a timestamp from C2 only if it gets the same timestamp from C3. This happens, for example, in stereo vision,
where a thread gets the latest timestamp from one channel and then looks in the other for the matching timestamp.
Connection C2 is said to be a locally dependent on connection C3. This relationship is not commutative, that is, the
relationship (C2 depends on C3) does not imply that (C3 depends on C2). Notice that in this example, for a timestamp
TS, Next TS (C 2) = Last TS (C 3), because the thread
T4 gets a timestamp from C2 only if it gets the same timestamp from C3.
We may also view monotonicity as a type of dependency
where a connection, say C, is loosely dependent on itself. In
the case of a strictly monotonic connection, the next timestamp to be processed must be greater than the last one processed, or, Next TS (C ) > Last TS (C ). But this view is
not limited to strictly monotonic connections. In fact, we
can describe any level of monotonic guarantee in terms of a
dependency. Every connection is, therefore, locally dependent, either on itself or on some other connection. A local
dependence results in a local guarantee. Dependences in
general and monotonicity in particular form the basis of the
algorithm, which takes local guarantees and combines and
propagates them to produce transitive guarantees.

2.1 Monotonic and dependent connections

2.2 Forward and backward processing

Monotonicity is an attribute of a connection that indicates the forward direction of time. The progression of
time is, of course, controlled by the code in the threads.
Monotonicity occurs, for example, in the common case of
a thread’s input connection, where the thread issues a command to get the latest timestamp on an input channel. Assume the timestamp it gets is T . Then as part of managing
its own virtual time, it may issue a command that guarantees
it is completely done with any timestamp below T on that

Dead timestamp identification algorithm has two components: forward and backward processing. The input to
this algorithm is the application specified task graph (such
as the one in Figure 2) that gives the connectivity among
threads and channels, along with the associated monotonicity and dependence properties of the connections. Forward
processing at a node N computes the forward guarantee as
the set of timestamps that are likely to leave N. Similarly,
backward processing at a node N computes the backward
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volved in this processing In this example, node N1 has input
connections, C6-C8 and output connections C1-C5. Each
node, maintains a vector of backward guarantees BackGuaranteeVec. There is a slot in this vector for each output
connection, in this case C1-C5. Slot Ci of the vector holds
the last backward guarantee communicated to the node over
Ci . These are once again the timestamp markers associated
with these connections. Backward processing at a node N
involves computing the MIN of the elements of this vector
and maintaining it as the BackwardGuarantee for this node
N, labeled BG in the figure.
BackwardGuarantee for node N identifies dead timestamps for that node. If the node is a channel, items in the
channel with timestamps that are dead can be removed as
garbage. Timestamps that arrive at a channel where they
have been previously determined to be dead are dead on arrival and need not be placed in the channel. If the node is
a thread, dead timestamps that have not yet been computed
by that thread are dead computations and need not be computed.

2.3 Transfer Functions Optimization
Figure 5.

BackwardGuaranteeVec

guarantee as the set of timestamps that are dead so far as N
is concerned. Dependences in general, and monotonicity in
particular, are the basis for these guarantees. These properties allow associating a timestamp marker on each connection that separates good (higher) timestamps from bad
(equal or lower) ones. Forward processing and backward
processing algorithms use these markers available locally at
each node on the connections that are incident at that node
to generate the guarantees. These algorithms execute at runtime at the time of item transfers. Thus, the process of updating of the guarantees is associated with the flow of items
through the system. In particular, as a timestamped item is
transferred from node N1 to node N2, we update the forward guarantee at node N2 and the backward guarantee at
node N1. This enables continual and aggressive identification of dead timestamps.
Figure 4 provides an example for the components involved in this processing In this example, node N2 has
input connections, C1-C5 and output connections C6-C8.
Each node maintains a vector of forward guarantees ForwardGuaranteeVec. There is a slot in this vector for each
input connection, in this case C1-C5. Slot Ci of the vector holds the last forward guarantee communicated to the
node over Ci . These are simply the timestamp markers associated with these connections. Forward processing at a
node N involves computing the MIN of the elements of this
vector and maintaining it as the ForwardGuarantee for this
node N, labeled FG in the figure.
Figure 5 provides an example for the components in-

The basic framework uses the application specified task
graph and the properties of the connections to generate the
forward and backward guarantees. We can go further and
use additional knowledge about the application to more aggressively expose dead timestamps. For example, it is conceivable that not all input connections to a thread node play
a role in determining the timestamps on one of its output connection. If this application knowledge were to be
made available to the forward and backward processing algorithms, then the guarantees produced would be more optimistic.
The machinery used to capture this application knowledge is Transfer functions. A forward transfer function is
defined for each “out” connection from a node, and a backward transfer connection is defined for each “in” connection
to a node. Tf and Tb indicate the forward and backward
transfer functions respectively. Tf (Cout ) = fC 1in , C 2in , ...
Cnin g where node N is the (unique) source of the output
connection Cout and fC 1in , C 2in , ... Cnin g is a subset of
the input connections of N such that the timestamps put to
Cout are determined only by the connections in this set. A
connection, Ci for example, might not be in this set if Ci
is a dependent connection or if timestamps for some output
connection other than Cout are determined by Ci . Tb (Cin )
= fC 1, C 2, ... Cng where node N is the (unique) target of
the input connection Cin and fC 1, C 2, ... Cng is a subset
of the input and output connections of N such that relevant
timestamps for N are determined only by connections in
this set.
For a thread node, the forward and backward transfer
functions for connections incident at that node are deter-
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mined by the thread code itself (and assumed to be made
available in some form to the runtime system). For a channel node, the forward transfer function for any “out” connection is the set of all input connections; the backward
transfer function for any “in” connection is the set of all
input and output connections incident at that channel node.
These transfer functions are used by the forward and
backward processing algorithms to generate tighter bounds
for dead timestamps. This is illustrated via an example. In
Figure 3, assume that input connection C2 depends on C3.
Thus C 3 2 Tb (C 2), but C 2 62 Tb (C 3). Let T4 get the latest timestamp from C3 (say this is t); it then executes a
get from C2 for the same timestamp t. Figure 6 shows a
dynamic state of Figure 3. The highest timestamp on channel H3 is 14. H2 contains timestamps 7, 8 and 9. T2 is
about to compute timestamp 10. When T4 gets timestamp
14 from C3 it will then wait for timestamp 14 from C2. The
backward transfer function will help backward processing
at node T4 to compute the backward guarantee on C2 as
14, thus allowing H2 to eliminate timestamps less than 14
as garbage (i.e., timestamps 7, 8, and 9); this in turn will
tell T2 to eliminate as dead computations, thread steps that
produce timestamps 10, 11, 12 and 13.

3 Implementation Issues
We have completed implementation of the dead timestamp identification algorithm described in the earlier section within Stampede. This new implementation allows a
node (which can be a channel or a thread) to propagate
timestamp values of interest forward and backward through
the dataflow graph (of channels and threads) that represents
the application. The new implementation assumes that the
application dataflow graph is fully specified at application
startup (i.e., static).
Forward propagation is instigated by the runtime system
upon a put/get operation on a channel. For example, when
a thread does a put on a channel, a lowerbound value for
timestamps that that thread is likely to generate in the future
is enclosed by the runtime system and sent to the channel.
Similarly upon a get from a channel, the runtime system calculates a lowerbound for timestamp values that could possi-

bly appear in that channel and piggybacks that value on the
response sent to the thread.
Backward propagation is similarly instigated by put/get
operations. In fact, backward propagation is likely to be
more beneficial in terms of performance due to the properties of monotonicity and dependence on other connections
which we described in Section 2.1. These properties come
into play during a get operation on a channel. We have extended the Stampede API to enable a thread to enquire the
forward and backward guarantees so that it may incorporate
these guarantees in its computation.
There is very minimal application level burden to use the
extended implementation of Stampede. Specifically, the application has to provide a few handler codes that the runtime
system can call during execution to determine the forward
and backward transfer functions for a given connection, the
monotonicity and the dependence (if any) of a given connection on other ones.
Compared to the original implementation the new one
offers two specific avenues for performance enhancement.
First it provides a unified framework for both eliminating
unnecessary computation from the thread nodes and the unnecessary items from the channel nodes as compared to the
old one which does only the latter. Secondly, the new one
allows getting rid of items from the channels more aggressively compared to the old one using the application level
guarantees of monotonicity and dependence for a connection.

4 Performance Results
The Stampede cluster system supports three different
garbage collection strategies: a simple reference count
based garbage collector (REF), a transparent garbage collector (TGC), and the new dead timestamps based garbage
collector (DGC). In REF, an application thread explicitly
encodes the reference count when it does a put operation.
The item is garbage collected when the reference count goes
to zero. In TGC, the runtime system computes a global virtual time (GVT) using a distributed algorithm [9], which
runs concurrent with the application. Subsequently, in each
node of the cluster all items with timestamps lower than
GVT are garbage collected. The GVT value thus computed
is necessarily a safe lower bound for timestamps not needed
by any thread. Clearly, REF is the most aggressive in terms
of eliminating garbage as soon as it is recognized, while
TGC is the most conservative. Neither REF nor TGC offer
any help for removing dead computations. DGC is intended
to help eliminate both dead computations and dead items.
However, in this study we show the relative performance of
the three techniques with respect to garbage collection only.
We use a real-time color-based people tracker application developed at Compaq CRL [10] for this study. Given a
color histogram of a model to look for in a scene, this ap-

plication locates the model if present. The application task
graph and its connection dependencies are provided at [8].
As we mentioned earlier in Section 2, these connection dependencies are provided by the application and used by the
dead timestamp identification algorithm to compute the forward and backward guarantees. A digitizer produces a new
image every 30 milliseconds, giving each image a timestamp equal to the current frame number, The target detection algorithm cannot process at the rate at which the digitizer produces images. Thus not every image produced by
the digitizer makes its way through the entire pipeline. At
every stage of the pipeline, the threads get the latest available timestamp from their respective input channels. To enable a fair comparison across the three GC algorithms, the
digitizer reads a pre-recorded set of images from a file; two
target detection threads are used in each experiment; and
the same model file is supplied to both the threads. Under
the workload described above, the average message sizes
delivered to the digitizer, motion mask, histogram, and target detection channels are 756088, 252080, 1004904, and
67 bytes respectively.
We have developed an elaborate measurement infrastructure that helps us to accumulate the memory usage as a function of time in the Stampede channels, and the latency for
Stampede put/get/consume operations during the execution
of the application. A post-mortem analysis program generates metrics of interest. Details of this measurement infrastructure are outside the scope of this paper.
The metrics for evaluating the three different strategies
are the following: memory footprint, space-time, currency,
and latency per relevant timestamp. Memory footprint is
the amount of memory used by the application as a function of real time. This metric is indicative of the instantaneous memory pressure of the application. Space-time is
the product of the memory usage and time for which a particular chunk of memory is used. This can be considered as
the integral of the memory footprint over time. Currency is
the value of relevant timestamp (that made its way through
the entire pipeline) as a function of real time. This metric
is indicative of the real-time performance of the application. The higher the currency value for a given real-time
the better the performance. Latency is the elapsed time for
a relevant timestamp to make it through the entire pipeline.
This metric is the determinant of the real-time performance
of the application.
The experiments are carried out on a cluster of 17, 8way 550 MHz P-III Xeon SMP machines with 4GB of main
memory running Redhat Linux 7.1. The interconnect is Gigabit Ethernet. The Stampede runtime uses a reliable messaging layer called CLF implemented on top of UDP. We
use two configurations: (1) all the threads and channels execute on one node within a single address space. This configuration represents one extreme, in which all computation

Config 1 : Total Average Mean
Total
frames Latency memory space time
1 node
(ms)
usage
usage
(kB )
(kB  ms)
DGC
4802
505,594
16,913
2,380,869,326
TGC
4801
491,946
24,043
3,402,019,615
REF
4802
489,610
23,755
3,229,459,927
Figure 7.

Metrics (1-node). Performance of the three GC
algorithms for the tracker application with all the threads executing
within a single address space on one node. All experiments were
run for the same period of time. Transparent GC (TGC) and Reference Counting (REF) on average consume around 40% more memory than dead-timestamps based GC (DGC). The space-time usage
of TGC is 42.9% and that of REF is 35.6% greater than DGC. On
the other hand, DGC is 2.7% and 3.2% slower in terms of average
latency than TGC and REF, repectively.

is mapped onto a single node, and does not require the runtime system to use the messaging layer. (2) the threads and
channels are distributed over 5 nodes of the cluster. This
configuration represents the other extreme, where threads
and channels do not share the same address space. In this
scenario, the messaging layer (CLF), as well as the physical
network latencies, come into play. CPU resources, however,
are not shared.
Figures 7 and 8 show latency per processed timestamp
reaching the end of the application pipeline. Although the
latency has increased for DGC due to inline execution of
transfer functions on puts and gets, the percentage increase
is only marginal (2.7% and 0.5% compared to TGC, 3.2%
and less than 0.1% compared to REF for 1-node and 5-node
configurations respectively). However, the memory footprint of the application as shown in Figure 9 is very much
in favor of DGC. Furthermore, Figures 7 and 8 show a low
mean for memory usage compared to both TGC and REF.
The low memory usage compared to TGC is expected due
to the aggressive nature of our algorithm. However, the
performance advantage compared to REF is quite interesting. REF makes local decisions on items in a channel once
the consumers have explicitly signaled a set of items to be
garbage. DGC has an added advantage over REF in that it
propagates guarantees to upstream channels thus enabling
dead timestamps to be identified much earlier, resulting in
a smaller footprint compared to REF. This trend can also be
seen in the space-time metric column of Figures 7 and 8.
Figure 10 shows the currency metric for the three GC
algorithms, for the first (1-node) configuration. The y-axis
is the value of the timestamp that reaches the end of the
pipeline and the x-axis is the real time. The higher the currency value for a given real time the better, since this is
indicative of how recent the processed information is with
respect to real time. The dead-timestamp based GC algo-
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Memory Footprint. The three graphs represent the memory footprint of the application (distributed over 5 nodes) for the three GC
algorithms: DGC-Dead timestamps (left), REF-Reference Counting (center), and TGC-Transparent (right). We recorded the amount of memory the
application uses on every allocation and deallocation. All three graphs are to the same scale, with the y-axis showing memory use (bytes x 107 ),
and the x-axis representing time (milliseconds). The graphs clearly show that DGC has a lower memory footprint than the other two. In addition, it
deviates much less from the mean, thereby requiring a smaller amount of memory during peak usage.

Processed timestamps at the end of the pipeline vs. time
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Config 2 : Total Average Mean
Total
frames Latency memory space time
5 nodes
(ms)
usage
usage
(kB )
(kB  ms)
DGC
5509
557,502
28,096
4,842,436,910
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5489
554,584
36,911
6,276,379,274
REF
5510
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32,764
5,606,728,841
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Figure 8. Metrics (5-node). Performance of three GC algorithms for the tracker application with the threads distributed on
5 nodes of the cluster. All configurations were run for the same
period of time. Transparent GC (TGC) and Reference Counting
(REF) on average consume respectively 31.4% and 16.6% more
memory than dead-timestamps based GC (DGC). The space-time
usage of Transparent GC is 29.6% and that of REF is 15.8% greater
than DGC. On the other hand, the average latency of DGC is only
0.5% and 0.1% slower than that of TGC and REF, repectively.
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Figure 10. Currency of Processed Timestamps (1-node).
There is no substantial difference in the currency of processed
timestamps using any of the three GC algorithms.

rithm gives almost the same currency (Figure 10) despite
the small increase in latency we observed earlier (average
latency column in Figures 7 and 8). The currency metric results for the second (5-node) configuration is almost indistinguishable for the three algorithms and hence not shown
in the paper. An interesting question for future work is investigating how the three algorithms behave in a resource
constrained environment.

connections that change with time, and (4) variability in resource availability over time. The first three are properties
of the application and workload, while the fourth is a property of the computational infrastructure. These properties
do not hold in the application, the workload, and the hardware environment used in this study. We are currently exploring possible scenarios for illustrating the performance
advantage of dead computation elimination.

We noted earlier that the new GC algorithm can aid both
in eliminating dead items from channels and dead computations from threads. Clearly, dead computations can only result if later stages of the pipeline indicate during execution
their lack of interest for some timestamp values to earlier
stages. Thus for dead computation elimination one or more
of the following conditions need to hold: (1) variability in
processing times for items, (2) higher processing time for at
least one earlier stage of the pipeline, (3) dependences on

5 Related Work
The traditional GC problem [11, 6] concerns reclaiming storage for heap-allocated objects (data structures) when
they are no longer “reachable” from the computation. Stampede’s GC problem deals with objects that are indexed, or
timestamped, and storage may be reclaimed when the runtime system recognizes a specific timestamp won’t be used,
regardless of whether it is “reachable” or not.

The problem of determining the interest set for timestamp values in Stampede has similarity to the garbage
collection problem in Parallel Discrete Event Simulation
(PDES) systems [3]. However, PDES systems require that
repeated executions of an application program using the
same input data and parameters produce the same results
[4]. Thus, every timestamp must appear to be processed
in order by the PDES system. To insure this property, the
PDES literature proposes both synchronization algorithms
(such as Chandy-Misra-Bryant [1, 2]) and optimistic algorithms (such as Time Warp [5]). The latter must support
roll backs if processing a timestamp out of order by a node
is not safe. These systems do not have the notion of dead
computation elimination (because every timestamp must be
processed).
On the other hand, the Stampede programming model
requires neither in-order execution, nor processing of every
timestamp. Consequently, roll backs are irrelevant. As with
PDES, if nothing is known about the application task graph,
Stampede must compute GVT to enable garbage collection
[9]. In this paper, we developed the algorithmic machinery
to enable garbage collection based entirely on local events
with no reliance on any global mechanism. Yet, we show in
Section 4, that our algorithm acheives comparable latency
as our earlier algorithm, while accruing all the benefits of
space reduction.
Dead code elimination is a common optimization technique in compilers for high level languages. However, we
are not aware of any other work that provides a unified
framework and implementation for eliminating dead computations and dead items at runtime.

6 Conclusions
Stampede is a cluster programming system for interactive stream-oriented applications such as vision and speech.
Space management (in the form of eliminating unnecessary
items) and time management (in the form of eliminating
unnecessary computations) are crucial to enhance the performance of such applications. Stampede provides threads
and channels as computational abstractions for mapping the
dataflow graph of the application to the cluster. In this
paper, we have proposed a novel unified framework for
dynamically eliminating both dead computations and dead
items from such a computational pipeline. The framework
defines a simple and intuitive machinery for applications to
specify the properties of the computational pipeline. This
information is used by the runtime to dynamically generate guarantees (lower bounds on timestamp values) to the
threads and channels, that are then used in the dynamic
elimination of dead items and computations. Stampede
system has been implemented and runs on several different cluster platforms. Experimental results show that the
memory footprint of the new algorithm for a color-based

vision tracker application is reduced anywhere from 16%
to 40% compared to previous techniques. Future work includes more elaborate experimentation to illustrate the dead
computation elimination capabilities of the unified framework.
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